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SSM 2031 HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR/VOLTAGE
TO FHEQUENCY CCINVERTER
DESCRIPTION

The SSM 2031 is a high frequency oscillatorA/ to F converter with wide sweep range, high linearity and temperature
stability. The device has a minimum 10,000 to 'l sweep range from -r- 15V supplies and has a SOppm/degree C temperature
stability figure. Complementary outputs are provided fortwo phase clocking applications. The 2031 is packaged in an 8-pin
minidip and requires only one external resistor and capacitor for basic operation.
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0.001 Hz to 10MHz Operation
0.1% Linearity to l MHz
8-P!n Mini-DlP Package
Minirnum External Component Gount
Low Cost

Complementary Outputs: Q, Q
S0ppmldegree C Stability
10,000 to 1 Sweep Range
Outputs TTI* Compatible
lnput Connects Directly to Cr.rrrent Output DAC.
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FIGURE 1. BLOCK DIAGRAM
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SPECIFICATIONS*
. g_

OPERATING TEMPERATURE
- 10'C to + 55'C

STORAGE TEMPERATURE
- 55'C to + 125"C

The following specifications apply for V" : -r 15V Te : t 25"C unless otherwise noted.

PARAMETER (SYMBOL} M!N TYP MAX UNITS CONDITIONS
': -

,:.!.fi,legative Su pply Cu rrent
: (i==)
"' Positive Supply Voltage

Range (+ Vr*)

8.5
6

12

-18

11 .5
7"9

14.4
10

18

-12

mA l,*
mA I,*

V

V

-0
-0

Negative Su pply Voltage
Range (-\l'*)
Outputs, Pins 7 and B

Risetime ("*)
Falltime (",)
Max Source Current
( + lo ro*)
Max Sink Current (- lo*o*)
Voltage High (Vo")

2.2

1.65
4.5

- 0.35

20
20

2.95

2.2
5.0
0

3.7

2.75
5.5

+ 0.35

nS
nS
mA

mA
V
V

PinsTand8open
Fo- 2MHz
Fo- 2MHz
Vo,' E 5V

Vou, r 0V

Voltage Low (Vor)

Frequency Sweep lnput,
Pin 4
Input Voltage (untrimmed)
(V'*)
lnput Voltage Change (A V,*)
Min lnput Current (1,* r,*)
Max lnput Current (1,* *o*)

0.5

+ 0.3
150

+l

+"1

mV

mV
nA
mA

l,* - 100pA

l frA < 1,* { 10mA
250

10

Max Operating Frequency
(Fro*)
Voltage Sweep Range (V,**) 5000:1
Current Sweep Range (1,**) 10000:1
Power Supply Rejection
Ratio (PSRR)

@ F" - 100KHz

Temperature Stability
(Note 1)

12

1 0000:1
20000:1

0.065

0.065

+50
+- 'l 00
+60
t125
+- 'l 00
-r 200
-r 200
+ 400

18 MHz

0.1 %lv

0.1 %lv

+75 ppm/"C
t 150 ppm/"C
+ 125 ppm/'C
-r 250 ppm/'C
+200 ppm/"C
+400 ppm/'C
t400 ppm/"C
+800 ppml'C

CF - 3pF, l'* - 10mA

V,* rur*/Rrru ) 250nA

17> +V>13,-V- -15V,
V,* - - V==

Cz- 1000pF

- 13> -V > -17, +V _
+ 15V, V,* - - V==

Cr _ 1000pF
Ct - 1000pF, l,* - 1mA
Cr : 1000pF, l,* - SmA
Cr _ 300pF, lrr.i : 1mA
Ct _ 300pF, l,* - SmA
Cr _ 100pF, l,* - 1mA
Cr - 100pF, I,* - 5mA
Cr _ 30pF, l,* - 1mA
Cr - 30pF, l,* - SmA

.Final specifications may be subject to change.
Note 1 : Excluding drift of external components.
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-OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

FIGURE 2. TYPICAL CONNECTION

General

The operating frequency of the 2031 is determined by the current applied to pin 4 and the value of the capacitor on pins 2
and 3; For the best voltage to frequency conversion at high frequencies the chosen cap should have a low dielectric
absorption factor such as found in polystyrene or teflon. These caps do not appear to increase in value at high frequencies
as much as other types. The output frequency as a function of the capacitor value and input conditions is:

t: -.s;orro: fio%= t15v

For capacitor values below about 50pF the actual frequency will be somewhat less than this because the parasitic capaci-
tances adds in parallelwith the externalcap.

2031 Frequency Control lnput

Pin 4 is a virtual ground input which accepts negative current to control the operating frequency of the device. This current
can be applied directly or a resistor can be connected to the pin whose value determines the voltage to f requency conversion
scale factor. For an input controlvoltage range from ground to - 15V the resistor value chosen should be in the range:

1.sKO(R,*(10MO
1% metalfilm should be used for best accuracy and temperature stability. The usable input current range is:

250nA<1,*<10mA

Best temperature stability is obtained with input currents below SmA due to self heating effects.

The 2031 is designed so that operating frequency is nominally independent of both supplies when an input resistor is
connected to - V (R. typicalconnection). Rr and C. determine the frequency around which the 2031 can be modulated with
a control voltage through R'*. lf an R' is not used the negative supply must be well regulated for good stability.

The current input of the 2031 can be connected directly to a current output DAC or an exponential V to I convertor such as
the SSM 2100.

2031 Outputs

The 2031 has complementary square wave outputs designed to drive all TTL logic families directly up to 3MHz. lf operation
up to 10MHz is required or if one is driving large capacitive loads, 6.8kO pull down resistors to the negative supply must be
added (RoL TYP Connection). MOS logic levels greater than 5V can be driven wi&13n inexpensive dual MOS clock driver
t.c.



Sweep Accuracy and Temperature Stability

Both of these performance specifications willtend to be degraded as smaller caps and larger input currents are used to
obtain higher frequency operation. This is due to several etfects. First, internal parasitic capacitance appear to add in
parallelwith the external timing cap. This capacitance has a value of about 1.SpF and a temperature coefficient of + 1500ppm/

"C. lf the value is included in the design equation the main effect will be to degrade temperature stability. Also the internal

. flip flop has a finite set and reset time of 20ns. This also has a TC but its main effect will be to degrade sweep accuracy.

o 
.', Einally at higher control current the device will self heat causing a drift due to the TC's of the above two factors.

't' ...

-:,Best overall results are obtained by operating the control current below 5mA and specifying an external capacitor that has

' a nominalTC to compensate forthe one of the device at a given operating frequency range.
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